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Two-dimensional photonic crystals designed by evolutionary algorithms
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We use evolutionary algorithms to design photonic crystal structures with large band gaps. Starting
from randomly generated photonic crystals, the algorithm yielded a photonic crystal with a band gap
sdefined as the gap to midgap ratiod as large as 0.3189. This band gap is an improvement of 12.5%
over the best human design using the same index contrast platform. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1862783g
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Photonic crystalssPCsd are structures that possess a p
tonic band gap1–3—a range of frequencies where light is f
bidden from propagating in the crystal. By creat
defects1–4 in the PC, light with a frequency in the band g
can be guided or trapped, enabling the control of the flo
light on the nanoscale.2 The first PCs were not designed a
fabricated in a laboratory but were evolved over millions
years in nature. They create the beautiful colors in butt
wings5 and are even found in creatures of the sea such a
Sea Mouse.6 Photonic crystals have traditionally been h
designed by trial and error with some insight from the ex
sive research of crystalline atomic lattice structures.2,7 This
has yielded simple lattices and unit cells, such as a sq
lattice of cylinders.3 The large band gap of these PCs
been achieved by varying the parameters of the lattice,8 how-
ever, it is not known whether these simple structures
achieve the maximum band gap for a given index contr

In this work we use an evolutionary algorithmsEAd to
systematically search for PCs with maximal band gaps.
are inspired by natural evolution, and operate by repea
selecting, varying, and replicating successful individuals
population of candidate solutions.9–11 These algorithms a
well suited for finding solutions to problems that invo
very large and complex search spaces that do not
smooth gradients leading to an optimum. In particular,
are well suited for searching open-ended design space
are not conveniently characterized by a finite set of pa
eters, but are spanned instead by an unbounded set o
tures or primitives, such as the design space of arbi
functional geometries and morphologies.12,13

EAs have been shown to be an effective method
solving problems in photonics. They have been applie
design waveguide and photonic crystal based spot
converters,14,15 fiber Bragg gratings,16 and transitions be
tween traditional index-guided and PC waveguides.17 They
have also been used to obtain the largest reported pol
tion independent band gap for a two-dimensional square
tice PC.18 However, the optimized band gap is between v
high frequency bands, above the light line, making the c
tal implementation in a practical thin dielectric s
impossible.2
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In this letter we focus only on a photonic crystal wit
band gap between the first two bands in order to ensure
the band gap falls under the light line, enabling the fab
tion of the crystal in a thin dielectric slab system.2 The pho-
tonic crystal bands were solved by preconditioned conju
gradient minimization of the block Rayleigh quotient o
plane wave basis,19 which was implemented by a free
available software package. From the calculated bands
band gapsor lack ofd was obtained.

An evolutionary algorithm was used to obtain photo
crystals with large band gaps for the TE polarizationselectric
field in the plane of the photonic crystald of light. It could
easily be applied to the TM polarization, as well. We a
only optimized PCs that were based on a square lattice.
ing from randomly generated PCs, the algorithm yielde
PC with a band gapsdefined as the gap to midgap ratio,
Fig. 2d as large asDf / fmiddle=0.3189, as shown in Fig. 1sad.
The corresponding band diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
shown in Fig. 1 are the next two best obtained PCs an
best published8 human design. The human design is a sq
lattice of square air holes embedded in a high index b

l:

FIG. 1. Photonic crystal and unit cellsinsetsd. sa–cd The best three photon
crystals created by the evolutionary algorithm with the following band g
sad 0.3189,sbd 0.3153,scd 0.3115.sdd Best human designed photonic cry

with a band gap of 0.2835.
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ground. With this index contrast, it has a band gap of
Df / fmiddle=0.2835. Using an evolutionary algorithm,
have therefore improved over the best human desig
12.5%.

It has previously been shown that the band gap of sim
photonic crystals can sometimes be improved by redu
the symmetry of the unit cell and the lattice.8,20,21By making
no assumptions about the symmetry of the unit cell, our
lutionary algorithm has found that the photonic crystals w
the largest band gaps have unit cells that lack strong sym
try. Also, the largest known8 band gap for the TE polarizatio
is obtained using a triangular lattice of hexagonal air h
embedded in a high index background, which resemb
honeycomb structure. With the constraint of a square la
the EA attempted to recreate this structure, as seen in F
However, the resulting honeycombs are not symmetric;
are skewed and nonuniformly scaled. By doing so the
was able to find structures that improve over the best hu
design.

In this letter the unit cell is the element of the photo
crystal that was subject to evolution. The unit cells are
cretized onto a 32332 grid of square pixels consisting
high s3.4-silicond or low s1-aird dielectric material. The EA
starts with a population of randomly generated unit c
Each photonic crystal is obtained by repeating the discre
unit cell on a lattice using a square basis. Any other b
such as triangular, could in principle be used as well.
fittest photonic crystals, those approaching higher band
are selected and mated with each other. During mating
elements of the parent photonic crystals are crossed
sswappedd, and are then subject to mutationsrandomly
changing high/low dielectric constantsd. This process is re
peated for many generations after which we find phot
crystals with large band gaps.

In general, the initial population of randomly genera
PCsdoes notpossess a band gap. In a previous work by H18

the PCs with no band gap were artificially assigned a s
fitness value. A search using such a criterion has no gra
to follow during the initial phase, and therefore drifts blin
in the search space. The lack of gradient may explain
their previous attempt needed to seed the initial popula
with a hand-designed solution with an existing band
Such an approach only has the effect of optimizing the h
designed solution. In this work we have developed a fit
criterion that is suitable for crystals that do not already

FIG. 2. Band diagram of the best photonic crystal discovered by the e
tionary algorithm. Horizontal axis is the brillouin zone points. The ver
axis is the frequency normalized to the lattice constant. The inset show
reciprocal lattice and the corresponding Brillouin zone points.
sess a band gap, thereby enabling the discovery of new type
Downloaded 20 Apr 2005 to 128.84.137.123. Redistribution subject to AIP
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of PC structures from scratch. Our measure of fitness i
amount of overlap of the top and bottom bands, here ref
to as the overlap area, as defined by

Overlap Area =
Etop,1− Ebottom,2

sEtop,1+ Ebottom,2d/2
·

Noverlap

Ntotal
, s1d

where Etop,1 is the top of the bottom band,Ebottom,2 is the
bottom of the top band,Noverlap is the number of calculate
Brillouin zone points where the top band is below the to
the bottom band, andNtotal is the total number of points th
were sampled in the Brillouin zone. Since no assump
were made about the symmetry of the unit cell it is neces
to calculate the bands over the entire first Brillouin zone
example of a PC that does not contain a band gap and
the overlap area is obtained is shown in Fig. 3. Only
Brillouin zone points along theG→X1→M →X2→G
quadrant are shown for compactness. To improve the s
of the band calculations, only four points between each
louin zone symmetry pointsi.e., G, X1, M, X2d was calcu
lated, so an additional point is linearly interpolated “h
way” between each one of the points. This interpolatio
shown in Fig. 3 where the left and right edges of the
overlap areas do not fall on points that were actually ca
lated, they fall on the “halfway” points, as indicated by
bold square pointssthese are the only halfway points sho
on this diagramd. For PCs that do possess a band gap
fitness criterion used was the gap-to-midgap ratio, as de
by

Gap − to − Midgap Ratio =
Etop − Ebottom

Emiddle
, s2d

whereEtop, Ebottom, Emiddle are the top, bottom and the midd
of band gap, respectively.

The evolutionary algorithm does not directly evolve
discretized unit cell representation. Instead, the fast and
cient discovery of photonic crystals with large band gap
enabled by using an indirect representation. Direct repre
tation in this case are bitmaps, which directly encode
pixilated unit cell. With the bitmap representation there

-

e

FIG. 3. Band diagram of a randomly generated PC with no band gap
inset shows the reciprocal lattice and the corresponding Brillouin
points. The shaded light-gray boxes indicate the areas where the two
overlap each other. The bounds of the boxes are obtained from the po
the band diagram where the top band is below the top of band 1. The
of the boxes is always the same; it is defined from the bottom of bandsAt
the X1 pointd to the top of band 1sAt the M pointd. The width is from the
left-most to the right-most pointssincluding the interpolated halfway poind
that fall below the top of band 1. The total overlap areafEq. s1dg can be
obtained from the sum of the areas of the individual shaded boxes.
s1024 s32332d separately encoded pixel elements. With so
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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many elements, the bitmap representation is highly sus
tible to noise. The noise has the effect of detracting from
achievable band gap of the PC by reducing its overall in
contrast. Alternatively, we used a tree representation
generates the unit cell using a hierarchical set of constru
rules. An example rule is to split a section of the unit ce
two, where the section is determined by “split rules” hig
up in the tree. The “leafs” of the tree assign a dielec
material to the various sections. Thus, the tree represen
defines the unit cell using “clumps” of high or low dielect
material, as opposed to isolated pixels, making it much
susceptible to noise. Unlike bitmaps, tree representation
resolution independent—they can specify any geomet
variable level of detail. To facilitate calculation of the ph
tonic bands, the trees are rasterized onto a 32332 grid, as
discussed earlier.

Results of the evolutionary process are seen in F
where the best fitness as a function of generation is sh
for both the tree and bitmap representations. A fitness b
1 is the overlap area calculated using Eq.s1d. A fitness abov
1 corresponds to the gap-to-midgap ratiosi.e., a fitness o
1.25 is a 0.25 band gapd. Clearly, the tree representation o
performs the bitmap representation by a wide margin.
structures obtained using the bitmap representation are
lar to those seen in Fig. 1 but are degraded by a large nu
of “rogue” pixels that reduce the index contrast. By manu
removing these pixels the band gap can be considerabl
proved. A much larger band gap of,0.21 was obtained b
using a much coarser 16316 grid.

Also shown in this graph is a random searchsi.e, PCs ar
randomly generated at each generation, as in the first s
the EAd using both types of representations. The ran
search with the bitmap representation only yielded “no
which has no band gap. However, very good results
achieved when using the random search with the tree r
sentation. This suggests that tree representations are

FIG. 4. Best fitness of the population as a function of generation. The
and bitmap representation performance is compared. A random sea
also included as a base line. Error bars are derived from three indep
runs started from randomized initial populations.
Downloaded 20 Apr 2005 to 128.84.137.123. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ently more appropriate for searching this design space.
that in practice, a combination of direct and indirect re
sentation types may yield the best results. For examp
bitmap representation would work very well for fine tun
small regions of the unit cells obtained from the
representation.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the ability to
evolutionary algorithms to discover photonic crystal st
tures with large band gaps. In contrast to previous works18 in
which the initial population to be evolved was seeded
hand-designed solutions, we evolve a completely ran
population of PCs that possess very small or even no
gaps. Using this algorithm we obtain PCs with 12.5% la
band gaps than the best human design. As demonstra
this and previous works, evolutionary algorithms are an
fective tool for the design of photonic structures with co
plex morphologies that have unique optical properties.
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